Editorial policy
Roundabout aims to promote local events, groups and businesses and to
keep everyone informed of anything that affects our community. We avoid
lending support (in the form of articles) to any social, political or religious
causes, and we reserve the right to amend or leave out any items
submitted. The final decision rests with the editors.
While Roundabout is supported by Woodhouse Parish Council, we rely on
advertisements to pay production costs, and we accept adverts for local
businesses as well as those that publicise charitable and fundraising
events. Brief notification of events in the ‘What’s on’ schedule is free.
Copyright in any articles published is negotiable but normally rests with
Roundabout.
We apologise for any errors that might occur during production and will try
to make amends in the following issue.
Roundabout needs your input. For guidelines on submission, please see
inside the back cover.

Management and production
Roundabout is managed on behalf of the community and published by the
editorial and production team comprising Janine Ainscow, Roger Berkeley,
Amanda Garland, Andrew Garland, Caroline Pook, Neil Robinson, Grahame
Sibson and Andy Thomson.
Editor for this issue: Caroline Pook
Cover (Hosta): Neil Robinson
Advertising managers: Amanda and Andrew Garland
Desktop publishing (page layout) for this issue: Andy Thomson
Printing: Loughborough University Printing Services
Roundabout is available to download from the parish council website at
www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk/roundabout.html
Distribution: Roundabout is delivered by volunteers to every address within
the parish boundary – just under 1,000 households and businesses,
including all the surrounding farms. Please let us know if any house or
business in Woodhouse Parish is not receiving Roundabout, or if you can
help out with deliveries.
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Editor’s note
Summer is here in all its glory so I hope you are enjoying the longer,
warmer days. The ever-popular open gardens in Woodhouse Eaves in June
gave residents the opportunity to showcase not only their gardening talents,
but also their artistic and culinary skills (see p.16). On another foodie note,
we include an interview with Mrs Wilshaw, who recently retired as cook at St
Paul’s School after almost 27 years, having cooked thousands of portions of
sausages and chips for thousands of children! (see p.13)
This edition includes an interesting mix of articles showing a range of
activities in the parish – from training on basic life support (see p.23) to an
exhibition on the past 1,000 years of life in Charnwood Forest (see p.9).
Meanwhile, Tony Jarram is collating village stories and images for others to
enjoy on a new Facebook page (see p.21).
Although there is always lots going on in our villages, Zainab Master’s
article on meditation and mindfulness (see p.25) is a welcome reminder to
us to slow down, and take in the here and now.
Caroline Pook

Parish council news
New county councillor
Mrs Deborah Taylor, the new county councillor for the Bradgate division,
attended the June meeting to announce her responsibilities on the following
committees: Bradgate Park and Swithland Woods Management; Bradgate
Quarries Liaison; Children and Families Overview and Scrutiny Panel;
Development Control and Regulatory Board; Groby Quarry Liaison; Health
Overview and Scrutiny Panel. She can be contacted by email on
deborah.taylor@leics.gov.uk and by telephone on (0116) 235 0126.
Handyperson job
The parish council invites applications from anyone willing to be a selfemployed colleague for handyperson jobs around the parish, after Mr
Bindley retires at the end of July. This would be for, on average, four to
five hours a week over the year. We would issue a contract and, if all
goes well, renew it annually. Some weeks there could be a lot of tasks;
other weeks none at all. We have no tools or store so the successful
applicant would need their own equipment and be covered by the council’s
insurance.If you or someone you know would be interested, please
contact the clerk as soon as possible on (01509) 890 050 or by email at
clerk@woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk
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Police advice in summer weather
Police ask motorists to ensure all items of value are removed from vehicles
and check that they are locked even if left for short periods of time. With
warm weather over the summer, police also appeal to residents to close
and lock all windows and doors when leaving home and, if spending time in
back gardens, to lock any doors that can’t be seen.
Taking village sport further
Following the winding up of the Woodhouse Eaves Sports Club, and the
forthcoming retirement of pavilion manager Vic Tye, the council wishes to
recruit someone willing to help to promote, manage and book the council’s
sports facilities. This person would need to liaise with cricket, football and
tennis clubs and with the council on any developments, repairs,
maintenance, etc. The work would be paid and take an average of a couple
of hours each week. The council’s insurance would cover the successful
applicant. Please contact the clerk for further details.
Next meeting: Monday, 3rd July at 7pm, Woodhouse Eaves Village Hall.
Open to all.
Ann Irving, Clerk to Woodhouse Parish Council
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News in brief
New Mayor of Charnwood
A new Mayor of Charnwood has taken over the Mayoral chains of office
for 2017/18. Councillor Pauline Ranson was appointed as the borough’s
first citizen on 22nd May at the council’s annual meeting at Loughborough
Town Hall.
Cllr Ranson will attend around 500 local events over the coming 12 months
with her consort, husband Trevor. The Mayor said, ‘It is an honour and a
privilege to serve Charnwood and we are both looking forward to meeting
some extraordinary people at many events during our year of office. We will
be doing our best to represent the borough and help promote the good work
that many people are doing for the benefit of others.’
Cllr Ranson takes over the chains of office from Cllr David Gaskell who
said, with wife Jan, that they had a wonderful year attending nearly 500
events and two royal visits, and meeting amazing people. The Mayor’s
appeal raised £7,000 for Cllr Gaskell’s chosen causes: Birstall Playgroup
for Children with Special Needs and Cancer Research UK.
The Deputy Mayor of Charnwood for 2017/18 is Cllr Christine Harris who
was also appointed at the annual council meeting. Cllr Harris will be
supported during her year of office by Deputy Mayor Cynthia BradleyStevenson. See www.charnwood.gov.uk/pages/mayor for more information.
Ann Irving
Informing Highways of events
Highways ask that event organisers fill in a form to inform them how, when
and where an event is planned that will use the highway – namely, roads
and pavements. This is because they will soon start a permit scheme for
utility company roadworks so that any work that utility companies plan to do,
and any planned roadworks by Leicestershire County Council Highways,
won’t clash. If you fill in a form, then Highways can check the date and try to
avoid it being disrupted by either of the other two. The form is online at
www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk/problem-reporting.html
Nuisance calls and messages
With electronic marketing on the increase, it is likely you have been on the
receiving end of unwanted material. If you have received material by phone,
text or email, and want to report it, you can contact the ICO’s (Information
Commissioner’s Office) dedicated helpline on 0303 123 1113.
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Also, if you have asked internet search providers to remove links to
information they have about you, but they have not complied, the ICC will
follow up on this. See http://ico.org.uk/concerns for more information.
If you are keen to reduce the number of unsolicited sales and marketing
calls you receive, you can join the Telephone Preference Service, which
enables you to record your preference to opt out of the official register. Go
to www.tpsonline.org.uk/tps/index.html for more details.
If you are concerned about online scams, viruses or fraud, please contact
www.actionfraud.police.uk/
Editor
Veterans’ Gateway website goes live
A website for veterans seeking information, advice and support has recently
gone live. The site at www.veteransgateway.org.uk is the gateway to a
network of expert partners – both within and outside the Armed Forces
sector – connecting users with the right support organisation for their needs,
quickly and easily. Many of the team are veterans themselves so they
understand the issues that people face after leaving the armed forces.
This simplification of the former system has been brought about by a
consortium of partners working collaboratively and led by the British Legion.
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Referral partners such as Shelter, Mind and other specialists allows the site
to offer a range of support that veterans and their families might need but
struggle to find.
Users can speak to one of the team, by phone on 0808 802 1212 or by
email. They are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to put users
in touch with the help they need, or direct them to suitable information.
Editor
Police advice for relatives of dementia patients
If one of your relatives has dementia, you can call the police to help if they
wander and go missing. Enter their details using a form on this website:
https://leics.police.uk/advice-and-information/victims-witnesses/advicecarers-people-dementia
Ann Irving
Hedgerows, borders and bins in order
A member of the parish has been in touch, requesting that homeowners
whose properties overlook public roads keep their hedges and borders
trimmed regularly. If left overgrown, they can prove problematic for parents
with buggies and small children, and those using wheelchairs, as they may
have to travel into the road to avoid the overhanging flowers and hedges.
Also, on ‘bin day’, after collection, it would be helpful if you can take your
wheelie bin off the pavement as quickly as possible. Your help would be
very much appreciated, to ensure the pavements are unobstructed and
accessible, and that parishioners are safe.
Editor
Charnwood Roots
On 21st May Charnwood Roots held a large heritage event at Beaumanor
Hall. The event was a great success – even the weather held out – and
between 1,500 and 2,000 visitors came from all over Charnwood and
beyond. The exhibition on the past 1,000 years of life in Charnwood Forest
received fantastic reviews, and the many local history groups that exhibited
gained valuable new contacts and members. The Charnwood Roots team
would also like to thank those parish residents who came along; we hope
you all had a great day out.
While the Charnwood Roots project is coming to an end, there’s still work
to be done. Parts of the exhibition will now be touring separately around
Charnwood.
In addition, we will shortly be working on a heritage walking trail around
Woodhouse and Woodhouse Eaves. When complete, the booklet will guide
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ramblers in a circular walk around the villages’ many fascinating historical
sites and, as it is part of a Heritage Lottery Funded project, it will be free
of charge!
If you want to keep up to date with developments regarding this heritage
trail or find out where the exhibition will be touring, just join our mailing list at
www.charnwoodroots.org or follow us on Facebook or Twitter.
Joseph Hall, Charnwood Roots
Cricket club news
Our new Saturday tenants, Mahers, have started the season well. Both their
teams feature in the top four of their respective divisions, with the hope of
promotion at the end of the season. Happily, they are a very friendly bunch
of guys too. Woodhouse Eaves Cricket Club has been frustrated by the
inability of opponents to raise a team on two occasions. We have had one
very enjoyable game at Cropwell and, although we lost, it was good to meet
up with our old friends again. Sadly this season we have been unable to
involve students from Welbeck Defence Sixth Form College as we have in
the past. Hopefully they will join us next year.
While I have been working on the ground I have chatted to a number of
people who have expressed an interest in playing for the village on
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Sundays. Sadly up to now I have heard nothing more from any of them
and would be happy to do so. If you can play, we have games through
to the end of the season. For further information please contact me on
(01509) 890 193.
John Gillingham
Hunt ride for Rainbows raises £3,000
Representatives of the Quorn Hunt presented a cheque for £3,000 to Gary
Farnfield, community fundraiser for Loughborough-based Rainbows
Children’s Hospice, on 25th May. The money was raised on Sunday, 7th
May when more than 100 riders and horses took part in a two-hour
sponsored ride across the beautiful Charnwood Forest countryside.
The ride began and finished at
Roecliffe Hall, just outside
Woodhouse Eaves, so it was
an appropriate place to present
the cheque as it is also the
home of Lee and Clare
Cottingham. Having recently
taken up the role of volunteer
fundraiser for Rainbows
Children’s Hospice, Clare had
the idea of organising and
hosting the sponsored ride.
Cheque presentation for £3,000. Left to right: Quorn
Hunt’s Jo Jewell (MFH), Gary Farnfield (community

Everyone had a great time on fundraiser for Rainbows) with Clare Cottingham of
the day. All those taking part
Roecliffe Hall and Quorn Hunt secretary Frank
could ride over the fields and
Herrick.
Photo credit: © Carla Jane Photography
through the woods of
Charnwood Forest. To add to the excitement of the event, upon their return
to Roecliffe Hall, the group tackled the natural cross-country fences in the
surrounding woods.
Jo Jewell, MFH (Master of Foxhounds) from the Quorn Hunt said, ‘We are
delighted to help Rainbows who care for children and young people
throughout the East Midlands. I’m very grateful to have received the cooperation of the many farmers and landowners who invited the ride over
their land, plus the support of several generous local sponsors.’
Ann Irving
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Heygate Crafters
After a break for moving house the Heygate Crafters are up and running on
Friday afternoons between 2.30pm and 4.30pm (limited places). Apart from
cross stitch and knitting they have tackled candle wicking, lace making,
quilting, embroidery, gimping and bedspreads. If you would you like to join
in, the price is £2 per session including tea/coffee/cake. All proceeds are
donated to charity. The Heygate Crafters have raised £560 to date and
would like to make it to £1,000 soon. It is also a great way to meet friends
and finish your exhibit for the horticultural show. For more information
please contact me on (01509) 890 735.
Sue Thorne
Finding space to be
In today’s society, whatever your normal daily activity, it can be very hard to
find the opportunity just to stop and take time for yourself. But it can be very
important for your mental health and well-being to take a break from time to
time. Every Friday morning, the Methodist Church in Woodhouse Eaves will
be open from 10am to 12pm for people to drop in and take a little time out
from the hustle and bustle. There will be newspapers, magazines and
books to read, materials available to do some colouring in, games such as
solitaire and chess to play, or you can bring along your favourite craft
activity. A couple of volunteers from the church will be there to chat to, and
to make you a cup of tea or coffee (free of charge) and there may even be
cake! Hope to see you there.
Eleri Bristow, Methodist Local Pastor
An appreciation
I feel I must say a huge ‘thank you’ to the Good Neighbour Scheme! Twice
recently I had no lifts for appointments at Alpine House Surgery in
Mountsorrel. The service provided was very impressive and quick! We must
be indebted to the phone line and volunteers. This is an exemplary and
tremendous asset for the village. A million thanks.
Gwynneth Wilson-Whitford
Vision Aid Overseas
Thirty pairs of unwanted spectacles were recently collected from the
Oakwood Pharmacy on Main Street, making the total for this year 306 pairs.
The charity Vision Aid Overseas recycles the glass and uses the income to
support its programmes abroad. Well done – continue with this good work.
Eric Allsop
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27 years of chips, sausages and custard!
After almost 27 years preparing and cooking delicious meals for thousands
of children at St Paul’s School in Woodhouse Eaves, Mrs Elizabeth Wilshaw
has finally hung up her apron and utensils. I caught up with Elizabeth in her
last week before retirement in May and we chatted about her memories of
the school and the children, as well as the popularity of chips, sausages
and custard!
A long history
Elizabeth, who has lived in Woodhouse Eaves for over 40 years, was
herself a pupil at St Paul’s, as were her three children. She remembers that
the school was originally a split site, with the younger children in two
classrooms on the current site and the older children at the original school
further up Church Hill. Elizabeth started working at the school part time as a
vegetable cook, and worked her way up to kitchen supervisor, most recently
managing a team of three.
Changes over the years
Elizabeth has seen many changes over the years – including an estimated
six head teachers! The number of children eating school dinners has
increased significantly, after compulsory lunches were introduced for
children in Key Stage 1 three years ago, so since then, Elizabeth and her
team have been cooking for more than 160 children every day. The kitchen
is keen to be flexible, so older children can choose to have school dinners
from week to week, which suits busy parents who might not have time to
prepare packed lunches every day. Friday always proves to be a popular
day for lunch, because ‘it’s chip day!’ Elizabeth also makes her own bread
and prepares cold food for the after-school care, so has a full day both in
the kitchen and serving up.
Encouraging variety and independence
I asked Elizabeth how the menus and lunch times had altered during her
time at the school. ‘There’s a lot of variety and we focus more on sourcing
fresh food locally. We also have to cater for special diets now, and we
always have a daily vegetarian option.’
She also stressed how children are encouraged to be much more
independent at mealtimes.
In the old days, we used to serve everything up for the children. But
now, we encourage the children to take their own bowls, plates, trays
and cutlery and clear them away after. It can be tricky for those in 4+,
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but with a bit of help, they manage it and do it very well! Eating
together is a good experience for the children, as it helps them to be
more sociable and they can also make choices around what they eat.
Elizabeth emphasised the importance of encouraging the children to try new
foods and explained how she would offer samples first. She recalled that
despite initial reluctance at seeing the ‘beetroot slice’, many children, once
persuaded, would give it a try and actually like it!
Fond memories
Elizabeth has very fond memories of the school, and I had a real sense of
her pride in her work and team. ‘My aim has been to serve the children. I’m
no good without the staff. Your cook is only as good as the staff you’ve got –
and I’ve met some really nice people.’
I wondered what meals Elizabeth had enjoyed cooking and what the
children liked most. ‘We used to have a cheese flan, made with pudding
rice, and that was one of our favourites. The children always love a roast
too – and they love their custard! And on their last day, I’m planning another
favourite – sausages, chips and baked beans, with cherry shortbread and
chocolate krispies for pudding.’ Yum!
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Looking ahead
Now that Elizabeth can look forward to
retirement, we talked about her plans for
her time off. Elizabeth lives with her
husband, Ray, who works as a handyman
around the village, and she enjoys
cooking at home. She is keen to spend
more time going out walking, and also
intends to carry on her regular Pilates
class, as well as now having time to catch
up with her retired friends who live around
the village.
Mrs Wilshaw enjoying a final lunch at
St Paul’s.

Mrs Wilshaw and children at her retirement
presentation.

I asked Elizabeth how she was
feeling about leaving. ‘It’s the
right decision. I’ve enjoyed the
job – I’d rather cook for 200 than
two!’ she said with a hearty
laugh. ‘I will miss the school
and the children, but it’s the right
time to go and it’s time for
another life.’

And with that, Elizabeth enthusiastically gets back to the kitchen and
planning her special last lunch. I am sure she will be very much missed.
Caroline Pook
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Woodhouse Eaves Open Gardens
This June saw the 28th annual Woodhouse Eaves Open Gardens. Visitors
who were canny enough to visit on Saturday, 3rd were treated to beautiful
sunshine and nice dry lawns. We, unfortunately, chose to tour the village on
Sunday afternoon and were treated to an hour and a half of clouds, drizzle
and downpour. The time spent between dodging showers was, however,
more than worth the effort and the soggy sandals!
As usual with any of our local
community events, a bit of bad
weather was not enough to dampen
anyone’s spirits. We are all
gardeners and, after all it’s good for
the plants! It was a new experience
for us to be offered al fresco cream
tea with all the trimmings in the
middle of a torrential downpour.
Well done to Amanda on Victoria
Road for her resilience, and we have
been reliably informed that they
Enjoying a cream tea on Victoria Road.
were scrumptious.
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Tips galore for gardeners
The beauty of going on an open garden tour is the opportunities that it
provides to pinch ideas from gardeners who are far cleverer and more
adventurous than you are! This is particularly true of a tour of your own
village, as it allows you to see what grows well in your local soil and
conditions. For us, with a newly revamped garden with lots of empty
growing space, it was an inspiration.
It was wonderful to see the wellestablished cottage garden of Jo
Poultney on Beacon Road.
Everywhere we looked there was
something new to discover, with
interesting sculptures and feature
plants surrounded by a large variety
of garden favourites. Bonus features
of the garden included being greeted
by freshly home-baked bread, a
selection of healthy plants for sale to
The man of the house who was up at 5am on
rival the garden centre, and a
Saturday with his apron!
particularly raucous fledgling
blackbird that chased its parent around the garden hollering for worms.
Eric and Diane Allsop were very welcoming on Main Street. Owners of
another mature cottage garden, they were very knowledgeable and
dedicated their time to giving informative
guided tours of their planting. They were
keen to share the fruits of their greenfingered labours with examples of their
favourite plants to take away.
Next we visited John and Joan Bertram’s
garden, welcomed in by a colourful sign
and a smiley face – who could resist such
an invitation? They have some stunning,
mature trees complementing fragrant,
flower-filled beds. We were most envious
of the view from their sun room! We then
crossed the road to view Jean and John’s
garden next to the village hall. It was nice
to appreciate up close what is normally
only glimpsed over the wall. It was a riot
Diane Allsop sharing her gardening tips
of flowers in a compact space.
with visitors.
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A friendly welcome to the Bertram garden.

Colours galore in Jean and John’s garden!

Art on offer
We were, by now, fast running out of time as we had stopped to chat with
people in practically every garden. We made an effort to run through the
rain to visit Paul and Sally Matterson on
Hill Rise and are very glad we did. This
new addition to the line-up featured
Sally’s studio, and her paintings were
on display alongside a replete vegetable
bed. Many of Sally’s paintings are
inspired by nature, much of it local, so
what better setting to enjoy them in than
her own garden?

Sally Matterson hard at work in her
studio.

By now, time had got the better of us.
Our apologies go to the owners of all the
gardens that we did not get to visit. We
look forward to next year when we intend
to give ourselves far longer to enjoy all
that the village has to offer. Oh, and we
will bring a brolly too! As well as being
a fantastic weekend, I have been told
that the event raised over £4,800, which
will be spent on the maintenance of St
Paul’s Church.

As a final note, if anyone has any creative ideas to prevent newly acquired
chickens from eating absolutely everything in the garden, please do let us
know via Roundabout!
Victoria Borman
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Woodhouse Community Hall: ten successful years!
David John, Chair of Woodhouse
Community Hall Trust, looked back
at the first decade of the hall at the
annual general meeting (AGM) on
17th May and looked forward to its
future success. The key message of
the meeting was to encourage more
villagers to get involved in the
running of the hall.
Woodhouse Community Hall on Forrest Road

A popular venue

The hall, sited opposite St Mary-in-the-Elms Church, continues to be well
used for regular classes, parties and village functions. David reflected that
the quality and setting of the hall, linked with safe and convenient car
parking, are major factors in keeping existing customers and attracting new
ones. David talked about making sure that the hall is well maintained and
attractive for its users. In 2016, the tables were replaced and the car park
was re-gravelled. The next steps are to improve storage and restore part of
the floor in the function room.
David described the role of the
management committee as making
decisions and organising rather than
‘doing’. One example is that the
committee has agreed a schedule
of orchard maintenance and will
contract out most of this work. In
the early years of the hall, the
committee members had to be far
more ‘hands-on’ as finances were
more uncertain.

The function room.

Appreciation to contributors
David paid tribute to his fellow trustees, the hall administrator and the
caretaker and thanked Woodhouse villagers for their contributions and
support. David announced other changes in committee members. Alison
Michalksa was welcomed onto the committee at the 2016 AGM, and this
AGM was Janice Slater’s final meeting. David thanked Janice for all her
work on the committee and for making a major contribution to memorable
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village events, such as the two
Woodhouse Open Gardens, the Queen’s
birthday party and the Jubilee party.
Janice also organises community lunches
in the hall.
Changes in the committee
David concluded his address by saying
that he intended to step down as chair,
having carried out the role since July
2008. He hoped that more new members
would strengthen the committee.
Stephen Hicks gave his treasurer’s report, David John, Chair of Woodhouse
confirming the continuing financial stability Community Hall Trust, presents Janice
of the trust. Each year, the accounts are
Slater with flowers to mark her last
meeting.
subject to independent scrutiny and are
submitted to the Charity Commission. He described how the committee
plans and oversees the budget.
The management committee for 2017/18 was then elected in line with the
trust’s constitution. There can be up to eight elected members, an appointee
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each from the parochial church council and parish council, and two coopted members from user groups. The officers of the trust are the chair,
treasurer and secretary. The villagers elected to serve on the committee
were David John, Stephen Hicks, Bob Evans, Rod Darby, Alison Michalska,
Norman James and Jane Woodland. Yvonne Starbuck was appointed by
the parochial church council, and Jill Taylor was welcomed as the new
parish council member. The next meeting of the management committee
was held on 27th June and the officers for 2017/18 were appointed at
that meeting.
Woodhouse villagers who would like to get involved in the community hall
are welcome to contact any member of the committee. If you are interested
in hiring the hall please email wchtrust@hotmail.co.uk or call 07585
234556. Please see www.wchtrust.org.uk for more details.
Jane Woodland, Secretary, Woodhouse Community Hall Trust

An archive of stories, memories and pictures
Trying to put together stories about village life in bygone days is always
easier if you have the right resources to hand, whether they be
photographs, postcards, adverts, newspaper cuttings, newsletters, posters
of significant events and even back copies of rags like Roundabout (and the
Eavesdropper – I loved that name!). But surely the best resources are
personal stories from the local residents who lived through those times and
witnessed the everyday goings-on around them.
Woodyard and workshops query
I am currently trying to piece together information about the woodyard and
workshops that existed behind the Greenhalgh family’s double-fronted
house at the foot of Victoria Road. I understand it belonged to the Wesley
family in the 1930s before passing through the hands of a Bill Newman and
then Bert Newham. Are these names correct? What years were these
people working? Most importantly, do any photos exist of this centre of local
enterprise and craftsmanship? I am trying to discover more about this
location because, as a guide at Stoneywell, I was part of the team that
recently discovered that in 1939, after the fire destroyed the cottage roof,
new timbers were prepared here for the restoration work, before Norman
and Underwood installed Swithland slates in place of the burnt-out thatch.
Any information will be gratefully received.
Sharing village stories and images online
Some of you may be aware that a few months ago the local authority shut
down the excellent Leicestershire Villages website as part of a cost-saving
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initiative. Vast quantities of material freely available online were lost, despite
the valiant efforts of people like our clerk to the parish council, and others,
to persuade the council to continue its support for this valuable community
resource. Richard Bowers has managed to rescue many items from our
own village’s webpages, as well as items some from a handful of villages
nearby. The website he hosts at www.w-we.qwkz.uk includes this content
(see article in November 2016’s Roundabout for more details).
Sadly, the majority of resources on the Leicestershire Villages are no longer
accessible. However, Tony Jarram of the local history group has set up a
new window to the past on Facebook. A keen historian and expert on the
local Luddite movement, Tony has provided a platform for people to share
their tales and images of Woodhouse Eaves and the surrounding area.
Type the link below into your search engine/browser and you can ask Tony
to access the material we are gathering each day as an interactive archive
on life in the village over the years. See:
www.facebook.com/groups/1756127974653048/?ref=bookmarks
Facebook has had its critics, but we think this resource has a lot to offer. It
is a ‘closed’ group so only members invited to join can access this
cornucopia of local materials. There are street scenes through the decades,
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pictures of Squire brothers’ vans, Barkus buses, local cottages and village
characters. Learn about Loughborough library’s forthcoming exhibition
about Beaumanor’s Y-station and its relationship with Bletchley Park;
discover when Buffalo Bill visited Loughborough; and which Carry on film
featured a 1904 Brushmobile car. Census and trade directory records will
always be accessible through record office archives. Once family photos
are packed away or passed onto people for whom they hold no significance,
they are forgotten about. Only a few months ago, one of our society’s
founder members passed on her entire collection of local memorabilia,
which was about to be ‘skipped’ because relatives did not appreciate its
significance or recognise its historic value. So I urge you to take a look at
this Facebook site and upload your stories and pictures for others to enjoy
and for generations of amateur local historians to come.
Mark Temple

Training in basic life support and the use of a
defibrillator
It is very reassuring that a further 24 people in our community have recently
been trained in basic life support and the use of an automatic defibrillator
(AED). Hopefully alongside the 50 people who attended last year’s event
and those at previous sessions held by Dr Clay, we have an increasing
number of people who can deal with a cardiac arrest. It is so important that
we keep adding to this number as it is a sad fact that fewer than 30 per cent
of the population is comfortable performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR). This leads to a very low survival rate of fewer than 10 per cent in
this country, which can be improved by more community training.

The training session at St Mary-in-the-Elms
Church.

The first training event was held on
17th May in the village hall annexe
in Woodhouse Eaves and was run
by Bob Lilley and his team of local
first responders based in Shepshed
and supported by Shepshed Lions.
They are a group of highly trained
volunteers who respond to 999 calls,
often arriving on the scene to
manage a cardiac arrest until the
ambulance arrives.

With their wealth of experience Bob and his team (including Bertil Shou
from Woodhouse Eaves) provided a very informative and clear training
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session. The second session was held on the 24th May in St Mary-in-theElms Church in Woodhouse.
The DRSABC method
The aim of basic life support is to keep oxygenated blood circulating to vital
organs in the body. Both sessions used the DRSABC method of
remembering the actions required to save a life:
D Check for danger to yourself, others and the patient, eg, electrocution,
drowning.
R Response to check patient unconscious.
S Shout for help.
A Open the Airway.
B Check for Breathing.
C Compressions on the chest.
As soon as possible, use the
defibrillator to get the heart back into
a normal rhythm. Participants were
shown the automatic defibrillators,
which give clear audible instructions Bob Lilley showing Janice Clark how to do
and are easy to use.
chest compressions.
There are two AEDs in Woodhouse Eaves: one in the entrance to the
Cottage Surgery and the other outside the pharmacy on Main Street. To
access the defibrillator, a code must be obtained from the ambulance
service. There is soon to be an AED in Woodhouse.
Increasing chances of survival
The vital chain of survival consists of early recognition of an arrest and call
for help, early chest compressions with ventilation, early defibrillation and
post-arrest care in hospital. Following this will increase a patient’s chance of
survival.
The two training events were supported by Woodhouse Eaves Parish
Council with help from the Friends Of Cottage Surgery Patient Reference
Group. There is a very useful interactive free App called ‘Lifesaver’ that
deals with a cardiac arrest, the recovery position and choking. The website
www.shepshedlions.org/community-first-responders is also a good source
of information.
Sue Tyler
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Don't hate… meditate
We often find that our lives become so frantic and overwhelming that we
spend most of our time trying to struggle through a never-ending list of
tasks on autopilot. We end up ruminating endlessly, worrying about things
when we should be getting a good night’s sleep, and working ourselves up
into a frenzy trying to keep up with the fast-paced world in which we live.
What is mindfulness?
Mindfulness is defined as knowing directly what is going on inside and
outside ourselves, moment by moment. It encourages you to literally stop…
and smell the roses, and allows you to reconnect with your body and the
sensations you are feeling. This means waking up to the sounds, sights,
smells and tastes of the present moment. This practice can enable you to
change the way you think and feel about your experiences, and increase
your ability to manage difficult situations and make wise choices. The
National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) recommends the use of
mindfulness practices for treatment of recurrent depression, and there is an
increasing wealth of evidence to show that this form of meditation benefits
all aspects of well-being (mind, brain, body, behaviour, relationships) to
result in feeling less stressed, anxious and depressed.
What is meditation?
Meditation practices are techniques that encourage and develop concentration,
clarity, emotional positivity, and a calm seeing of the true nature of things.
Some people are wary when hearing the word meditation, as they believe it
has religious connotations. Although Buddhists have practiced meditation
for centuries, it is not a religion, but a form of training the mind. There are
numerous forms of meditation – for example, the mindfulness practices
mentioned above; spending ten minutes each day sitting calmly and
counting the breath or repeating positive statements, such as, ‘May I be
happy. May I be well. May I be free from suffering, May I make progress.’
Many studies have shown that regular meditators are happier and more
contented than average, and go on to lead longer and happier lives.
With regular sessions:
1. Anxiety, depression and irritability can all decrease.
2. Memory improves.
3. Reaction times become faster.
4. Mental and physical stamina increase.
5. Regular meditators enjoy better and more fulfilling relationships.
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6. Studies show that meditation reduces the key indicators of chronic
stress, including hypertension.
7. The impact of serious conditions such as chronic pain and cancer can
be reduced.
8. Drug and alcohol dependence can even be relieved.
9. The immune system is bolstered and so helps to fight off colds, flu and
other diseases.
Mindfulness and meditation are not complicated, and do not take a lot of
time. In fact many people find that meditation liberates them from the
pressures of time so they have more of it to spend on other things. The
following meditation is a simple introduction to mindfulness taken from the
book by the modern-day founders of mindfulness – Mark Williams, Danny
Penman and Jon-Kabat Zinn.
The chocolate meditation
1. Choose some chocolate – something you have never had before or
have not tried in a while.
2. Open the packet, inhale and let the aroma sweep over you.
3. Break off a piece and study it: examine every nook and cranny and try to
notice every detail of it.
4. Put it in your mouth, and try to hold it on your tongue to melt. Notice if
you try to suck at it. Chocolate has over 300 different flavours – see if
you can taste some of them.
5. If you feel your mind wandering, simply notice where it goes and gently
bring it back to the present moment.
6. After the chocolate has completely melted, swallow it slowly and feel it
going down your throat
7. Repeat this with the next piece.
Did eating the chocolate like this feel different? Did it taste better than if you
had normally eaten it absentmindedly? How do you feel?
Source: Mindfulness: A practical guide to finding peace in a frantic world, Piatkus Books
(2011).

Have I told you enough to whet your appetite for you to have a go? Go on –
give it a chance!
For more information about mindfulness and meditation, have a look at
these websites: https://bemindful.co.uk and http://how-to-meditate.org
Zainab Master
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The Lodge family at Stoneywell 1940–1946
Following on from a series of articles in Roundabout about Stoneywell,
Woodhouse Eaves resident Mark Temple continues his recollections of the
National Trust property in Ulverscroft. Ed.
Leicester may not have suffered the onslaught that was inflicted on many
English cities during the war; however, it was in the direct flight-path of
German bombers targeting Coventry and the Black Country. The result was
that, most nights, people were subjected to the wail of the sirens and
aircraft flying overhead. The night of 19th November 1940 was to prove
rather different. The usual air raid warnings and explosions continued for
several hours. Incendiaries and parachute bombs devastated substantial
areas of the city. Entire terraces were destroyed while adjacent streets
remained relatively unscathed. The Victoria Park pavilion, originally built as
a grandstand for the town racecourse, was destroyed, as were several of
the large villas past the junction with Victoria Park Road. Among them was
number 188, a house occupied in 1940 by the city hospital’s leading
gynaecologist, Rupert Lodge, and his family. They all escaped injury but the
house was left a shell. The authorities quickly set about finding him
alternative accommodation.
The move to Stoneywell
The first house offered to the Lodge family was Stoneywell cottage at
Ulverscroft which, only a few months earlier, had been devastated by fire as
a result of an electrical fault that destroyed the thatched roof and timbers. At
the time, the Gimson family was living in Hampshire where owner Basil
Gimson was teaching at Bedales school (his uncle, Ernest Gimson had
designed the wonderful library). The war office had issued orders that
houses left empty by owners who had moved elsewhere should be made
available where local people had lost their homes through enemy action.
Adventures and excursions
Thinking they would just stay for a few months, until the ‘troubles were over’
the Lodge family – Rupert, his wife, Dr Kay Lodge, sons Richard and Brian,
and daughter Shena – remained there until 1946. While they were there,
the Gimsons asked gardener George Richardson and his wife, Marian, to
look after Stoneywell for them. Leaving their cottage in Newtown Linford
(Marion's cottage) they moved into the small upper room, Olympus, at
Stoneywell. Their son, John, became a close friend to the three Lodge
children, having many adventures that could have been taken straight out of
an Arthur Ransome novel. The boys spent time digging bear traps in the
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woods, covering them with bracken and then calling Shena over in the hope
she would be caught. George Richardson was also caught out with his
wheelbarrow, which did not go down too well and resulted in a scolding. At
other times, the boys could be found climbing trees, making bows and
arrows, and catching moles and rabbits in the surrounding fields and
skinning them to make who-knows-what!
Local excursions took them to the Beacon, into Markfield and to Bradgate
Park. Although officially closed to the public, it was being used as a billeting
and training camp for new army recruits. The boys would occasionally visit
neighbours of the Richardsons, whose gardens backed onto the park at the
Newtown Linford end, from where they could discretely explore the
waterfalls and ponds around Little Matlock. More often they spent time
roaming the Stoneywell woods, making stick dens among the bracken and
treehouses.
A reunion after 69 years
Jumping forward to 2014 on a visit to Stoneywell, Donald Gimson revealed
that although he had not had any contact with the Lodge family in recent
years, he had kept in touch with John Richardson, most recently on his 90th
birthday in May 2014. I was lucky enough to meet John in 2015 when I
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recorded his memories of life at
Stoneywell for the trust’s oral history
archive. He recalled the joyous times
spent playing with Shena and her
brothers. Armed only with the name
Shena Lodge, I searched the ancestry
website to find only two Shena Lodge
entries that fitted the period in
question. Both had married and
changed surnames: one living recently
in Derbyshire; the other in Cowbridge, Shena Lodge and John Richardson meeting
Wales. I attempted to contact the
up in 2015.
Derbyshire Shena first but reached a
dead end. When searching for the Shena from Cowbridge I encountered a
reference to a Shena Sarjeant, demonstrating cake decoration with the local
Women’s Institute. I rang the number suggested and surprised the lady on
the end of the phone with my enquiries. In 2015 she visited and, having
arranged for John Richardson to come to Stoneywell at the same time, I
was able to reunite them after a gap of 69 years. Brian Lodge soon got in
touch as well but sadly died last December before his planned visit this
year. However, his brother Richard recently came with his family, excited to
see the old place once more. Both Shena and Richard are hoping to return
in the near future to share more memories.
Mark Temple

Local History Group: the vanishing windmills of
Leicestershire
The subject of the May talk to the Woodhouse Eaves Local History Group
was the Vanishing Windmills of Leicestershire, which is rather apt given the
prominence that Woodhouse Eaves once played in molinological circles.
And if that phrase is not familiar then let's just say the ‘study of mills’.
Collecting stories and images of windmills
With the support and encouragement of several locals, I have started to
bring together the stories and images that exist of the county’s windmills,
which at one time were a common feature in our landscape. Virtually every
village had a mill of some sort: a watermill if a suitable stream flowed
conveniently through the parish or, if not, a windmill ideally placed in an
elevated position so its sails could catch the wind. Every family’s diet
included bread, which relied on a constant supply of fresh flour. The further
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the flour had to be carried, the more expensive it became. If you could grow
enough wheat on your own land to produce flour, you still needed grinding
facilities to create it. Small quantities could be ground using primitive handmills or querns, but the work was laborious and you needed the services of
a real mill if you were going to set up any form of bakehouse and produce
enough bread to sell to your friends and neighbours.
From the late 12th century, windmills appeared across the local landscape.
At their peak in 1835 it was reckoned that there were 152 mills in the county.
The early windmills were simple wooden structures resembling a garden
shed on trestles with the sails poking out of one gable; some early carvings
and drawings show these. My studies have not focussed on those long
gone, but on those mills that made it into the photographic age from around
1870, evidence for which can be found in local
and national archive collections. However, tracking
down good images has not been easy. Trawling
through files at the local record office in Wigston
and Loughborough’s local history collection has
revealed some blurred pictures, but also a few
wonderful sepia images of lost mills: the mills at
Sproxton, Redmile and Gilmorton and, of course,
Woodhouse Eaves were frequently captured on
paper. Others continue to elude me, including
Seagrave, Desford, Shearsby and Saddington.
The post mill at Broad Hill, Mountsorrel, had to be
removed when the quarry wanted to extend its
workings in the 1870s. I thought it unlikely any
pictures of it survived, but luckily some railway
buff taking pictures of the granite sidings from the
River Soar also managed to capture a small
Woodhouse Eaves windmill,
image of the mill in the distance.
circa 1930.
A feat of strength
Milling stories are as fascinating as the mills themselves. The miller at
Cotgrave (yes I know it's in Notts) had an interesting party trick. He would
challenge locals from the village inn to a feat of strength by carrying an 18
stone sack of grain around the mill and up the mill steps faster than anyone
who dared to challenge him. He cited his devout faith and adherence to
teetotalism as being responsible for his great strength. One year, however,
he was outwitted when the landlord of a local pub pulled in a ‘ringer’ onto
their team. The strongman from a local circus challenged the miller and,
with the contest drawn, the miller’s pride was somewhat deflated.
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Wooden post mills
Only one of the wooden post mills (the whole body of the mill is mounted on
a single vertical post) survives in the county at Kibworth. Once owned by
Merton College, Oxford, the mill at Kibworth has an interesting history but
looks in a sorry state at the moment because it has lost all of its sails. Only
last August when the sails were being inspected for rot, one of the sweeps
broke off and the remaining sails rotated to restore the balance, causing the
opposite sail stock to snap off. Within weeks the remaining two sails were
removed, and a repair scheme is currently being devised to restore them.
The sites of post mills are not easy to trace. At Markfield the brick
foundations of the piers supporting the trestle of Raunscliffe Mill can still be
seen on Altar Stones Lane. Beyond the railway arch on the Barrow to Sileby
Road are thought to be the remains of one brick pier of the old post mill,
revealed after recent excavation work being carried out by the Gypsum
company. There are more substantial brick remains indicating the presence
of tower mills (consisting of a tower made of brick or stone). Some of them,
like those at Arnesby, Long Clawson, Morcott, Waltham and Shepshed,
have been successfully converted into houses; others, like those at
Gaddesby, Ketton and South Luffemham, remain as empty shells.
Tower mills
There are a small number of tower
mills that do still contain machinery
(although not in working order).
Ullesthorpe Mill, despite being in a
precarious state, contains a lot of its
original wooden machinery from the
early 1800s. Hough’s Mill at
Swannington has been completely
restored with newly crafted
cogwheels, although it is still without
sails. The mill at Wymondham has no Wymondham under renovation with cap
cap at the moment and a restoration removed.
project is underway to get it back into
working order. Strictly speaking, Whissendine Mill is in Rutland but it is the
only example of a working corn mill producing flour for many local tearooms
and bakeries in the Oakham and Melton areas. The miller, Nigel Moon, is
the county’s leading authority on windmills, having written the only
comprehensive history of Leicestershire and Rutland mills back in 1980.
Mark Temple
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Codeword
A codeword is like a crossword puzzle, but the letters in the grid have been replaced by
numbers. Each number represents a letter of the alphabet and all 26 letters are
present. As in any crossword, the words used can include proper nouns and even
common phrases. Can you solve the puzzle? We have given you some letters to help
you get started. The solution can be found on the back cover. (Andy Thomson)
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The last word
Calling all Ractivists?

July and August

Ever heard of a Ractivist? They’re
people who carry out random acts
of kindness – from handing out free
doughnuts to visiting strangers in
hospital. An organisation that
celebrates such altruism now has
over 10,000 members from 87
countries – and gives tips and ideas
for cultivating kindness in schools,
businesses and at home. It includes
lots of inspirational quotes and
features a kindness blog. As Mark
Twain so aptly said, ‘Kindness is the
language that the deaf can hear and
the blind can see.’

Fancy having a month named after
yourself? Perhaps you need to
reach the status of Roman general
to achieve this! July was so called in
46 BCE after the reform of the
Roman calendar by Julius Caesar,
who was born in July. The original
calendar, devised under Romulus in
753 BCE, was ten months long, with
March being the first month. July
was previously called Quintilis (or
fifth month) in Latin.
Until the 18th century, the word
July in English had the stress on the
first syllable and rhymed with ‘duly’
or ‘truly’.
August was renamed in 8 BCE in
honour of Augustus, the Roman
emperor. He chose this month
(originally called Sextilis, or sixth
month) because it was the time of
several of his great triumphs,
including the conquest of Egypt.

Another quotation that I particularly
liked is, ‘Kindness is choosing to
acknowledge and celebrate the
beauty of others, regardless of
whether or not they can find it in
themselves.’ Ractivist

Despite its Latin meaning of
auspicious or venerable, in 2009 the
Icelandic Naming Committee (yes, it
really exists) declared August
unacceptable as a child’s name. In
Denmark, it was the 18th most
popular name in 2015. Different
strokes for different folks!

To find out more, visit
www.randomactsofkindness.org/

www.wikipedia.org
www.express.co.uk
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Contributions to Roundabout
We publish items of interest to the communities of Woodhouse and
Woodhouse Eaves, such as news of local events, groups and businesses
in accordance with the editorial policy (see inside front cover). We can write
up people’s stories for those who prefer to talk, rather than write. We do not
publish notices of births, deaths or marriages. We aim to keep most articles
under 800 words.
Format: electronic copy in ‘Word’, using ‘Arial’ font, is most useful, although
we accept handwritten items that are legible.
Pictures are welcome: digital if you have them, otherwise prints.
What’s on: brief notification of events in the ‘What’s on’ schedule is free.
Send event details to Roundabout at the email address below. Please note
that we normally include only ‘in parish’ events, may abbreviate the details
and are not obliged to include all items submitted.
Adverts: requests for further publicity, even for charities, incur a charge per
issue of £9.50 for a quarter page or £22.00 for a half page. We do not
normally accept full-page adverts. Contact the advertising managers,
Amanda and Andrew Garland, on
(01509) 890 839 or via the
Roundabout email address given
below.
Copy deadline: Submissions to the
September 2017 issue should be
sent in by Thursday, 10th August.
Send any material for Roundabout
via email to
roundabout@woodhouseeaves.co.uk or via a member of the
editorial and production team.
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What’s on in July/August
July
Sat
1
12.00
Beacon 24 race – race around the
Beacon Hill Country Park
Sun 2nd
12.00– Lunch at Beaumanor. Every Sunday
4.00
in July and Aug. Call (01509) 890
sittings 119 to book
Sun 9th
10.00– Summer fete at Ulverscroft Manor.
4.00
Crafts, stalls, vintage cars, raffle
Sat
15th
7.30
Singing for Fun choirs concert, St
Paul’s Church (see ad. on p. 33)
Mon 24th Jul All day Holiday activity clubs at Beaumanor
–Fri –
for 7–14 year olds with high ropes,
th
25 Aug
pirate capers. Call (01509) 890 119
Wed 26th
1.00–
Dog training for puppies and rescue
2.00
dogs. 5-week course on W Eaves
playing field. Call (01509) 882 316
2.00–
3.00
Sat
29th
10.00
Leicestershire Footpath Association
walk in Woodhouse. Call 0754 075
8282 for start details
August
Wed 2nd
10.00
Leicestershire Footpath
st

Association walk in Woodhouse
Eaves. Start at Curzon Arms.
Lunch optional
Wed 16th

2.00

Wed 16th

7.30

Mon

28th

9.00–
5.00

Friends of Charnwood Forest historic
tour of Beaumanor/cream tea. Call
(0116) 238 7715 to join
WI evening. Paper crafts by Brenda
Broadhurst
The Countryside Show, Beacon Hill
Country Park

Check for more local event details on these websites:
www.woodhouse-eaves.co.uk
www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk/ocal-events.html

Codeword solution

£20 or £40
team of up to 8
From £22.40
adults, £10.95
children
£5, under 16s
free
£6
£35 per child,
per day
£50 for course,
discount for
rescue dogs
First two walks
free

First two walks
free

£12.50, FoCF
members only
Village Hall,
members only

